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OUR 21st ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP AWARDS EXHIBITION - BIG SPLASH
Norton’s Fine Art and Framing, located at 2025 S. Big
Bend Blvd., St. Louis, MO 63117, hosted the Saint Louis
Watercolor Society’s 2018 Big Splash, September 29
through October 27th. The art exhibit showcased the
work of 87 of our member artists. We thank Robin HirschSteinhoff, Artistic Director, Art Saint Louis, for being our judge
this year of our entries. We share her juror’s statement
with the membership:
“I want to thank Carla Giller and everyone at Saint Louis
Watercolor Society for inviting me to serve as Awards Judge for
the “Big Splash 2018” exhibit. It was a great privilege to view all
of the lovely artworks presented in this exhibition. After
viewing all of the works in this gallery, I came away from the
experience most impressed by the extraordinarily talented
community of water media painters working here in St. Louis.
I was especially impressed by the wide variety in which the
participating artists express their subjects and the manner in
which they are depicted/painted. There are beautiful examples
of portraiture, some very precise and semi-realistic, others loose
and interpretive, free with color and paint. There are scenes of
nature and the outdoor world in all of its exquisite beauty, from
landscapes of the mountains and the plains, cityscapes,
seascapes, as well as things just outside our window. There are
beautiful bouquets of flowers and there are animals (llamas,
birds, dogs, cats, fish, horses, a giraffe, and insects, too). I
enjoyed seeing all of these subjects interpreted in as many ways
as there are artists in this show - open minds, open eyes - such
great imagery & style.

The scenes of everyday humanity struck me as extra sensitive
and lovely: a small pile of folded linens/laundry; oranges in a
colander; a gathering of people under a tree out back behind a
farmhouse; a country musician on stage lit by such beautiful
light; a group of men on a porch with the American flag
aflutter. To me, this exhibit represents all the bits & pieces that
make up the beautiful land in which we live. Artists are so
fortunate to have the skills to interpret all of this beauty through
brushwork, craftsmanship, paint, and color. This exhibit is full of
visual thrills and I hope that you will find yourself as inspired as
I was after having viewed this lovely exhibition and all of these
beautiful interpretations of the world around us.
Congratulations to everyone in this special exhibition. To those
whose works were selected for Awards, your works are truly
lovely. To those who did not receive an award this time
around, your works are really lovely, too. Please know that
every artwork in this room is worthy of an award. Everyone did
a wonderful job and stepped up to present their most lovely
artworks. Thank you so much for allowing me to be a part of
this.”

We especially wish to thank Mary, Doug and Ty Norton
for providing professional representation and space in
their gallery, and for helping with organizing the event,
our corporate sponsors for providing our awards, and all
our members who volunteered with receiving, hanging,
retrieval, creating the database and catalog, and
participated in exhibiting their artwork.

Big Splash 2018 - Award Winning Entries
First Place
HK Holbein Inc., $239.50
Watercolor Set of 30 5 ml
Tubes
Erin Blumer

You Asked Me In July

Second Place
Cheap Joe’s, $216,
$200 Gift Certificate &
Cheap Joe’s Apron
Lee Walter

Warm Glow
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MEMBERS BOARD
OF DIRECTORS
Mirka Fetté, President
Molly Edler,
Vice President,
Programs
James Brauer,
Treasurer
Jane Hogg,
Secretary
Françoise Olivier
Graphics & Design
Becky Dale,
Workshops
Mary Berry Friedman
Workshops

Third Place
M Graham & Co.,
$200
Watercolor Set
Barbara Martin Smith

Standing Guard

Award of Recognition
#2
Armadillo Art and
Craft, $154,
Brusho Crystal Colour
Watercolor Set,
“The Art of Brusho”
Instructional Book,
& Rekab Watercolor
Brush
Janet Doll

Award of Recognition #4
Jack Richeson & Co., $125
Gift Certificate
Lon Gilbert

Farmer

Award of Recognition #3
Jack Richeson & Co., $150
Gift Certificate
Karen Romani

Poppyseed Heads

Award of Recognition #5
Artmart, $100;
$50 Gift Certificate,
Winsor Newton Scepter
Gold II 1” Flat Watercolor
Brush
& Escoda Prado #14 Filbert
Watercolor Brush
Janine Helton

Kaleidoscope

Carolyn Cleveland
Exhibits

Mary Ellen Maender
Hospitality/
Membership

4th of July

Racing to the Finish

Carla Giller,
Exhibits

Florine Porter
Publicity & Awards

Award of Recognition #1
Winsor Newton, $166
12 Half Pan Watercolor
Field Box
Charles Wallis

Award of Recognition
#6
Dick Blick, $100
Gift Certificate
Mary Drastal

Road to Sedona

Award of Recognition #7
Dick Blick, $100
Gift Certificate
Jane Hogg

Braid Burn II

COLD PRESS PAPER
Copyright © 2018
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Award of Recognition #8
Jack Richeson & Co., $100
Gift Certificate
Nora Schomogy

Oranges With Sunlight and
Shadows

Honorable Mention #1
Golden Artist Colors, $100;
$50 Gift Certificate & QoR
12 Color Introductory
Watercolor Set
Julie Bantle

Last Set

Jane Hogg, Editor

www.stlws.org
The Saint Louis
Watercolor Society is a
non-profit 501(c)(3)
organization.

Honorable Mention #2
Creative Catalyst
Productions, $60
DVD Gift Certificate
Diane Carder

Sunday School Teacher

People’s Choice Award
Creative Catalyst
Productions, $60
DVD Gift Certificate

(Awarded on the last day
of the show, based on
votes received.)

Linda Kemp’s Workshop
Aug 13 - 16, 2018
Linda has worked
with watercolor
all her life, but
after doing her
first book 15
years ago she
s t a r t e d
wondering if she
could use her
technique
with
another medium.
She met Doug Harper at Holbein and he
suggested she try acrylics. Acrylics translate
easily from other mediums.
There are two differences from watercolor
to acrylics: 1. With watercolors, using the
value scale, it is best to build starting with
whites going to darks. With acrylics you can
start anywhere on the value scale and go up
or down on it. Linda starts with mid values
and goes darker and then lighter.
2.
Watercolors are the most brilliant and pure
with the first hit.
A term Linda uses,
“Pickado,” means don’t pick at it but you
do. The darker you go the duller they
become; therefore, the less you go over
them the better.
Acrylics become more gorgeous and glowing
the more you build layers with them. Check
out her “Little Beasties” on her website
which are her latest acrylic paintings. Linda
uses Ampersand Clayboard for her acrylics; it
is best for creating textures and is semi
absorbent so the paint doesn’t just lay on the
top of it.
Be aware which of your paints are opaque
and which are transparent. This is important
for layering. For specific information on
paints, look in The Wilcox Guide to the Best
Watercolor Paints. Also, look at
handprint.com & choose watercolor.
When you are just starting out with Linda’s
technique, do the same number of layers all
over your painting. As you become more
experienced you can change it up. And
remember that when you see a sharp edge,
the paint was put on dry paper, and when
you see a soft edge, the paint was put on
wet paper. Linda always squeezes out fresh
paint and uses a limited palette, selecting a

dark and light of each hue she uses in the
painting.
She doesn’t waste her paint
though – she uses a palette knife to scrape it
off her board and put it in a palette to use
for her finishing glazes.
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LOOK WHO’S
JOINED THE
CREW

Linda never starts a painting with a photo
she wants to replicate. She looks at photos
she has taken for inspiration but starts her
piece working and evolving as she goes,
combining elements from multiple reference
photos. It is good to look at your photo in
black & white so as to not get caught up in
the local color.

Gabriele Baber

Color has: Hue – the color name; Value light, middle value, dark; and Intensity –
purity of color, bright or neutralized, clean
vs. dirty.

Deborah Stroh

To build the layers by value is the simplest,
go from lightest to darkest. Instead of just
working from light to dark, could change the
hue. First layer yellow, second orange, etc.
Perhaps use just analogous colors. To change
intensity, start with a clean color and then
grey it down. Linda decides right from the
beginning of her own painting which colors
she will use and how the layers will be built,
with value, hue, or intensity.
When using multiple colors in a composition
she stays in a color concept; i.e., analogous,
complimentary, etc. The more you know
about what you want (where the area of
interest is placed, the movement in the
composition, the balance of shapes and
colors, the overall value blocking) the better
your outcome will be. Linda’s paintings are
not based on a value sketch or drawing on
the paper before she starts to paint. She just
paints and the piece evolves as she goes
along.
The shapes don't have to be drawn, but if
you do, use a regular pencil, watercolor
pencil, or a quilt marker (which is water
soluble). Draw only one layer at a time.
With practice you can adjust the amount of
layers within your work. Some areas may
have 10 layers, while others may have one.
Think shape first, edge second.
When starting a painting with wet into wet,
if the softness leaves the edges, stop painting
and let it dry. After it is dry, you can go back
(Continued on page 4)

Change of Phone
Number
Betty Jo Ruble
Change of Address

Jewels George
Lon Gilbert
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Negative painting goes around a shape to
create it. First you do your underpainting,
then start your next layer and dry the
paper before going on to the next layer. In
her first monochromatic demo of leaves
she used four layers. Nothing is drawn in
before she paints. Each layer is darker.
Note: If you are painting from a value
scale, you can do as many layers as your
scale has if going from white to dark. If
you are going from clean color to dirty you
should only have three or four layers.

Linda uses Strathmore Gemini paper, cold
press 140 and 300 lb. She puts either
Plexiglas or a white dry erase board behind
her paper, wets the paper on the back and
front to prepare it for painting, and
squeezes fresh paint on the board at the
top leaving the caps off the tubes in case
she needs more while painting, selecting a
dark and light hue of each color she
chooses for the painting. She uses Holbein
watercolors exclusively (they sponsor her in
exchange for her testing their product for
them). She stands to paint. Linda cleans
her watercolor and acrylic brushes with
Murphy's Oil Soap.

One way to make those negative spaces is
putting both pthalo blue & burnt sienna
separately on your brush, hold the brush to
the paper to bleed in the color. Spritz for
additional effect & possibly tilt board to
make it run, if desired. Burnt sienna & any
pthalo hue make a great dark.

Based on the excitement Linda’s workshop
created among the people who took it and
saw her demonstration on August 15th, we
know negative painting will be used more
frequently in their paintings. We purchased
one of Linda’s DVDs so check it out for
more information on her technique.

(Continued from page 3)

SUPPORT OUR
CORPORATE
SPONSORS
who so generously
donated the prizes for
our 21st Annual
Membership Awards
Exhibition - Big Splash
Armadillo Art & Craft
Artmart
Blick Art Materials, St. Louis
Creative Catalyst
Productions
Cheap Joe’s Art Stuff
Golden Artists Colors, Inc.
HK Holbein, Inc.
Jack Richeson & Co.
M Graham & Co.
Winsor & Newton

INVITATION
We invite you to share
your news, awards,
workshops, interesting
articles about creativity &
art and apps that you
enjoy and why.
Please send to
vividimagination13slws@yahoo.com and
they will be included as
space permits.

in with glazing.

When working on the underpainting, think
out of focus and wet into wet. Spritz in the
direction of the growth. Trees should be
added as large masses rather than
individually. The tree belongs to the shape
it grows out of. Aim for a variety of trees
and grasses, sizes and thicknesses. When
painting her landscapes with the skipper
brush, Linda often uses an opaque in the
sky. Her opaques are Verdetter Blue, Jaune
Brilliant #1, Grey of Greys, Lilac, white
gouache, Cobalt turquoise light. Linda's list
of colors for watercolor and acrylics is on
her website: lindakemp.com.
Linda taught a lesson in how to stylize your
painting from your photo. Using tracing
paper, trace the major shapes in your
photo. Block around the outside edge of
the photo. If you are changing the
composition of your painting from the
photo, trace it again & make those changes.
Trace the major shapes again, only this
time use just curved lines. Trace again, this
time use vertical & horizontal lines only,
having only right angles. Trace one last
time, using lines but no right angles, all
angles are less or greater than right angles.
The real world combines all of these lines,
but in art it is good to feature one kind of
line. Each kind has a different mood. Try
doing your painting with just one of these
types of lines. You can add a different line
within the composition, but be aware that
it will be a focus.

A landscape painting
by Linda Kemp .

Robert Bullivant
Presentation
Robert
Bullivant,
Director of Bullivant
Gallery, was the
presenter at the
S e p t e m b e r
m em be rsh ip
meeting. He came
with two of his
associates,
Colin
Shaw, his framing
consultant,
and
Claire Tisch, his
studio manager. He
started with a brief history of the gallery
which was in the Soulard area for 20 years.
After a fire that destroyed their building,
they moved to the Grand Center which is
(Continued on page 5)

(Continued from page 4)

the densest art district in the country. This
is their sixth year in that location in a 4,000
sq. ft. building they lease from Kranzberg.
They have 1,500 sq. ft. of exhibit space and
their website, bullivantgallery.com, shows
all the exhibits they have held for artists.
Bullivant Gallery offers high quality inkjet
reproduction and restoration services in
addition to hosting exhibits. Their
reproduction service offers limited editions
and open editions of artwork. They also
serve artists who don’t want to part with
their originals. Inkjet printing is done on
demand after the scan is done with
permanent inks. The gallery has done
work for the St. Louis Art Museum, the
Missouri History Museum, design firms and
artists.
Bullivant also sells equipment if you want
to make your own reproductions, offering
Eizo monitors and Canon printers.
Robert Bullivant started his career working
in commercial photography but then went
into fine art photography, doing limited
editions. When he started Bullivant Gallery
he offered a technique that combined
photograph with drawings for large
posters. Their first client was Ducati, the
Italian motorcycle manufacturer.
Their
initial concept of combining photography
with drawings never materialized but
Ducati fell in love with Bullivant so the
gallery did limited edition art for them.
The reproduction process starts with using a
quality paper. Bullivant uses Huhnemühle
paper, a German paper company in
business since 1584, for their digital fine art
printing. The land near the factory has
very soft water which they bring in to the
factory to make their paper and use cotton
rag from the USA. They mix their materials
in a large blender type machine to break up
the fibers, then press the pulp and put it
through heated stainless steel rollers. The
paper they produce and market in Europe
is equivalent to Arches and is used for
watercolor painting and pastels. They also
have a scientific division that makes filters
for chemical companies.
Phase one of the artwork reproduction
process is to capture the image. Bullivant
has a 40 inch by 60 inch vacuum table to
hold the original artwork flat. They have a
camera overhead that takes a high

resolution photo (80 mega pixels), which is
better than using a scanner as it can be
raised or lowered to accommodate a large
range of sizes of artwork.
Next, using an Eizo monitor, the captured
image is proofed. Matching the color to
the original artwork is critical. After using
Photoshop to adjust the color, the image is
printed using a Canon inkjet printer with 12
primary colors of ink which come out of
tiny nozzles sprayed down on the paper,
moving back and forth. Pigment ink is the
best, providing more vibrancy and
permanence, and looks like marbles of
color. Their printer has an ultra-wide color
gamut with fade resistance up to 200 years,
tested by Wilhelm Research.
It can
produce reproductions up to 60 inches
wide by 40 ft. long.
Specialized coatings designed for the inkjet
process are offered: cotton rag base, alpha
cellulose base, synthetic base, OBA, etc. A
range of surfaces are also offered: matte,
semi-gloss, gloss, etc. They also offer prints
on gessoed canvas, stretched on wood
stretcher frames.
Inkjet or Giclée?
They are the same
process. Giclée is a French word that
means to spit, which is what an inkjet
printer does: spits or sprays the pigment on
the paper.
The most important
components of reproductions of artwork
are the quality of the scan, the ink and the
paper and color management is critical to
make the print look like the original
artwork.
A magnificent inkjet print
represents a marriage of art and
technology. It produces a beautiful image
coupled with color accuracy, smooth
tonalities with hundreds of years of
permanence.
Robert Bullivant projected a sampling of
images the gallery has done for clients such
as Carol Carter in 35 inch by 40 inch
formats, two of our members, Barbara
Martin Smith, Elizabeth Holm Cole, and
many other artists. He also brought a
sampling of reproductions the gallery has
done so we could see and feel the quality
of their work. Watercolor art is very
challenging because the pigments are so
dark and saturated, requiring a 95% match
of color in the print to the original. The
gallery also offers prints of hand colored
(Continued on page 6)
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SHOW YOUR
ARTWORK:

CJ Muggs offers an
exhibition space for
about 30 paintings,
changed quarterly, with
no
entry
fee
or
commission. You may
submit whatever you
wish (no themes) but
artwork must be framed
with Plexiglas (no glass).
Please contact Loretta
Pfeiffer or Mary Berry
Friedman to participate.
There will be a one
hour
time
period
immediately after our
membership meeting to
drop off submissions for
the change out exhibit,
and a half hour, from
8:30 to 9:00 a.m., the
following morning for
submissions
and
retrieval of previous
submissions.
Upcoming Change
Out Dates are:
Jan. 16 & 17, 2019,
Apr. 17 & 18,
Jul. 17 & 18.
Oct. 16 & 17
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Deadline for the
next issue is
Jan. 15, 2019.
Please send your
articles, kudos, and ads
to Jane Hogg at
vividimagination13slws@yahoo.com

Classes Offered
by Members
Daven Anderson
Michael Anderson
Marilynne Bradley
Alicia Farris
Jan Foulk
Gretchen Gackstatter
Janine Helton
Beverly Hoffman
Tom Hohn
Carol Jessen
Maggie McCarthy
Jean McMullen
Nancy Muschany
Shirley Nachtrieb
Judy Seyfert
Linda Wilmes
Use our membership
directory to contact
artists for more information.

To place an
advertisement in
The Cold Press Paper,
contact Jane Hogg at
vividimagination13slws@yahoo.com
5” X 6”
5” X 3”
2½” X 3
1½” X 1½”

$75
$45
$25
$15

Copyright ©2018 by
the
Saint
Louis
Watercolor Society.
The publishers reserve
the right to limit the
number, size, and
content of advertising.

black and white photography and toned
black and white images. They also offer
restoration work on damaged original
artwork and photographs.
Their fee runs around $300 to do a scan
and proof print with a limited number of
prints; then if more prints are needed, you
call and ask for more. The cost of the
prints is based on the size and paper
choice. Also, they offer a better price for
group orders. All scans are kept on file at
Bullivant.
The gallery has another division, cultural
heritage preservation, where they can take
film, prints, etc. and digitize them. They
worked on an exhibit for the Missouri
History Museum that has a 360 degree
tour of the city with panoramic
photography, starting in the 1920s and
running through the 1970s.
Twelve
important images were selected, scanned
and printed on fabric, blown up to have
life sized people in the panels. This exhibit
closes on December 2nd. You can go to
the mohistory.org website to preview the
exhibit.
The second half of the presentation was by
Colin Shaw on Bullivant Gallery’s framing
division. Colin gave some pointers on
framing. An 8 ply mat is richer than a 4
ply mat and a conservative mat size is 2 ½
the width of the frame. The gallery uses 2

T hinges (water activated hinge tape) to
attach a watercolor to the mat so the
paper can breathe, hinges the mat to the
backer board, and uses black craft paper
for a dust cover. They use acid free mats
and museum mats (an unbuffered rag mat)
and acid free foam core or board backers.
In some cases where you do not want to
attach any hinge tape to the original
artwork, clear Mylar corners can be used
to mount the art.
When it comes to frame choices, Colin
believes simple is best. They offer a wide
range of quality frames. Glazing can be
done in glass or acrylic. Acrylic scratches
but is unbreakable so desirable for artwork
that has to be shipped. They offer UV
protected acrylic and museum acrylic
which is very costly. You can select from
Conservation Clear© Glass which blocks
99% of UV, Museum Glass© which offers
99% UV protection and is anti-reflective,
or UltraVue© UV70 Glass which offers
70% UV protection with crystal clear
color transmission and is anti-reflective.
For watercolors, Colin said always mat
and glaze the artwork with UV protected
glazing. The mat keeps the artwork flat
and the UV protection helps reduce
fading.
Framing takes about one to 2 weeks.
Framing cost is cheaper if you do more than
one piece at a time.

YOU ARE INVITED TO THE STLWS HOLIDAY PARTY
Wed., Dec. 5, 2018, 6:30 to 9 p.m.,
at C J Muggs, in their lower level private room,
101 W. Lockwood Ave. , Webster Groves, MO,
$10 per person (each member may bring 1 guest); cash bar, delicious food and desserts!
Raffle tickets and a fun game.
Gift exchange: new or gently used art item (tubes of paint, brushes, books, etc.)
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SAINT LOUIS WATERCOLOR SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP
The Saint Louis Watercolor Society membership is open to all persons over the age of 17 and interested in water
media on paper. No initiation fee shall be required for membership. Annual dues are from July 1st of the current
year through June 30th of the next year. Dues are $35, payable on July 1, and there is no prorating of dues. Our
website has our membership application form available to download. Please direct membership questions to Kathy
Dowd.

SAINT LOUIS WATERCOLOR SOCIETY’S
SPONSORED 2018 WORKSHOPS
Fealing Lin, 5-day, April 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5, 2019 - $490 member, $540 non-member
Pat Weaver, 3-day, July 19, 20 & 21, 2019 - $285 member, $335 non-member
Steve Rogers, 4-day, Sept. 25, 26, 27 & 28, 2019 - $340 member, $390 non-member
Workshop announcements and registration forms are posted on our website., www.stlws.org
Our workshops are held at the Maria Center, 336 E. Ripa Avenue, St. Louis, MO 63125. Complete our registration
form available on our website (www.stlws.org) and mail a non-refundable $100 deposit to Saint Louis Watercolor
Society, PO Box 16893, St. Louis, MO 63105, to hold your place for the workshops.

AROUND OUR TOWN KUDOS
Alicia Farris and Janine Helton became Signature Members of the Missouri Watercolor Society with the acceptance of
their paintings in the 2018 International Juried & Judged Exhibition.
Alicia Farris also earned signature status in the Southwestern Watercolor Societies this year. Alicia was hugely honored
to receive 1st Place award in the Reader's Competition of the International publication, The Art of Watercolour magazine for her
painting "Meeting of the Minds." She will receive a 4-page feature in the December issue of The Art Of Watercolour and a 2page feature in the European leading fine arts magazine, Pratique de Arts.
Shirley Eley Nachtrieb won an award at the St. Peters Cultural Arts Center in Exhibit “Fantasy in the Woods,” St.
Peters, MO, July & August, 2018; was juried into Framations Art Gallery Exhibit, “The Science of it,” June and July,
2018; was juried into Framations Art Gallery Exhibit, “Focus on the Details II,” St. Charles, MO, July & August 2018;
was juried into the 27th International Society of Experimental Artists Exhibit at the OCCA/VAC-Runyan Gallery,
Newport, Oregon, September 7 – October 29, 2018; and was juried into the 2018 SLMM, “Layering Within and
Without,” Museum Contempo, 68 SE Lynch Rd, Sheldon, WA 98584-861, August 10-September 10, 2018.
Jan Foulk received an Honorable Mention for her painting, Country Road, at the Oakleaf Artist Guild’s show, “The
Value of Values,” at the St. Peters Cultural Arts Centre, August 23 -Oct 14.

Congratulations to you all!
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PO Box 16893
St. Louis, MO 63105

DATES & TIMES 2018 - 2019
Nov. 21, 7 p.m. - membership meeting; demonstration by
Jean McMullen, owner, artist, and teacher at Missouri Artists
on Main Gallery in St. Charles, MO.
Dec. - no membership meeting.
Dec. 5, 6:30 - 9 p.m.- Holiday Party at CJ Muggs, lower level.
Jan. 16, 1 hour after membership meeting & Jan. 17, 8:30 - 9
a.m. - receiving/retrieval of paintings at CJ Muggs.
Jan. 16, 7 p.m. - membership meeting, critique of members’
paintings by Mary Dee Schmidt.
Feb 20, 7 p.m. - membership meeting, Susan Kime of Link

Auction Galleries and fine art appraiser on Antiques Road
Show will present information regarding watercolors,
auctions, pricing, and history.

Mar. 20, 7 p.m. - membership meeting, Suzanne Galli Koenen,
artist and STLWS member, will provide a demonstration.
Mar. 29 & 30, 9 a.m. - noon; receiving for 20th Annual Juried
Exhibition at Missouri Aritsts on Main.
Apr. 1 - 5, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. - Fealing Lin Workshop at the Maria
Center.
Apr. 5, 6:30 - 9 p.m. - Opening Reception for 20th Annual
Juried Exhibition at Missouri Artists on Main; Awards
Ceremony at 7:30 p.m.
Apr. 17, 7 p.m. - membership meeting, guest artist to be
announced.
Apr. 17, 1 hour after membership meeting & Apr. 18, 8:30 9 a.m. - receiving/retrieval of paintings at CJ Muggs.
Apr. 28, 11 a.m. - 5 p.m. & Apr. 29, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. retrieval of artwork at the 20th Annual Juried Exhibition at

Missouri Artists on Main.
May 14 - STLWS Spring Retreat.
May 15, 7 p.m. - membership meeting, Crystal Goldkamp,

STLWS member, will give a presentation on plein air
painting.
Jul. 17, 9 – 10 p.m. & Jul. 18, 8:30 – 9 a.m. – receiving/
retrieval of paintings at CJ Muggs.

Jul. 19 - 21, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. - Pat Weaver Workshop at the
Maria Center.
Sept. 25 - 28, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. - Steve Rogers Workshop at the
Maria Center.
Oct. 16, 7 p.m. - membership meeting, guest artist to be
announced.
Oct. 16, 1 hour after membership meeting & Oct. 17, 8:30 - 9
a.m. - receiving/retrieval of paintings at CJ Muggs.
Meetings are held at the First Congregational Church of
Webster Groves on the corner of Lockwood and Elm from
7:00-9:00 pm on the 3rd Wednesday of the month in the
Kishlar Room, on the 2nd floor of the building, from
September thru May (except Dec).
The building is equipped with an elevator.
Parking is available in the front lot off S. Elm Ave.
In case of inclement weather conditions, please check your
email for our notice of cancellations of any meetings or
activities. Members without email will be called by 3 p.m. the
day of the event.

